Midrange
By Darryl Wilkinson

GoldenEar Technology Triton Three Speaker System
Price: $2,995 At A Glance: Little brother to the Triton Two • Built-in, powered subwoofer
• Folded-diaphragm tweeters

OMG(oldenEar)

T

hose of us who are “the
baby of the family”
know the ever-living
hell of growing up
surrounded by older
siblings. In addition to the
incessant abuse—both mental
(teasing, taunting, terrorizing)
and physical (wedgies, wet willies,
purple nurples)—there’s the
oxygen-depleting cloud of
expectation that swirls around
your every step, especially if
you’ve had a particularly zealous
overachiever blazing the familial
trail ahead of you. By the way, for
those parents who aren’t aware of
it, “Why can’t you be like your
brother?” isn’t, in most cases, a
terribly motivating exhortation.
Unless, of course, said brother
happens to be a ne’er-do-well
who lives off the proceeds of an
obscenely large trust fund, drinks
absinthe with impunity, and eats
fresh beignets heaped high with
powdered sugar for breakfast (at
noon) every day. (That’s my kind
of role model! Bring it on, sibling
rival…) Unfortunately, few of us
are blessed with the kind of
bottom-feeding low-life for an
older brother or sister who makes
you look like a shining star just for
getting out of bed and watching
cartoons in the morning. Instead,
we’re doomed to a life of waking
up knowing that the rest of the
day is likely to be nothing but
another disappointment to our
parents, grandparents, and every
ancestor who ever walked (even
remotely) upright.
If they had the capacity to feel,
I’m sure each new GoldenEar
Technology Triton Three tower
loudspeaker would be experiencing a similar emotional state of
inferiority as it gets dressed in a
nice, new sock and sent out into
the cruel, distortion-filled world.
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The inescapable truth is that the
Triton Three is the fresh-faced
little brother to the phenomenal
Triton Two. And when I say
phenomenal, I mean ph’ing
phenomenal. They’re the kind of
speakers St. Peter has at the
entrance to heaven playing
swelling, celestial music as the
gates majestically open, allowing
you to enter and high-five the
saints, chitchat about what a dull
place purgatory is, and join in
complaining, “What, manna for
dinner, again?” Knowing this,
most loudspeakers would give
up and resign themselves to living
a life slumming among the
mass-merchandised, posterboard-and-duct-tape-constructed,
unbelievably sorry excuses for
sound-emitting devices that infest
the display shelves and stock
rooms of the major chains. But
the Triton Threes—maybe
because of that sock pulled over
their eyes—naïvely rush out
into the world seeking fame
and fortune.
Forget the past

You can be forgiven (barely) if you
haven’t heard of GoldenEar
Technology because they’ve only
been around since June 2010. But
while the company may be young,
the folks behind the brand are
anything but newcomers in the
business. In fact, if it’s true that
those who forget the past are
condemned to repeat it, then
Sandy Gross must have a
stupendously awful memory.
After cofounding one of the
best-selling loudspeaker brands

around, Polk Audio, in the early
1970s, Gross did it again (oops!)
and founded (with engineering
partner Don Givogue) Definitive
Technology in the early 1990s
where, among other things, they
pushed forward the concept of
powered subwoofers in full-range
speakers. Evidently, Gross and
Givogue couldn’t leave well
enough alone, and the pair is now
intent on creating what’s shaping
up to be another world-class
speaker company.
I reviewed one of the first pairs
of Triton Twos last year and
was totally awestruck by how
incredible—in the delicacy of the
high end and the terrifying power
in the low end—they were.
Superlatives cracked and strained
under the pressure of accurately
conveying how well these
speakers performed. Of course,
for speakers (now) costing around
$3,000 a pair, they damn well
ought to have sounded good. Still,
even at that price, the Triton Twos
sounded better than they had a
right to—that is, like a speaker
that costs much more. Unfortunately for those of us whose ears
happened to be in much better
shape than our finances, all we
could do was look forward to the
day when GoldenEar would do
the seemingly impossible again
and engineer a way to squeeze
most of that sound out of a more
affordable package. The new
Triton Threes are GoldenEar’s
attempt to do just that.
It’s in the genes

As you’d expect of siblings, there’s
a great deal of DNA shared
between the Triton Twos and
Threes. Both models feature
gloss-black top caps and bases,
with everything in between
covered by a tightly woven, black

grille cloth sock. Narrower in
the front than in the back, the
trapezoidal shape of the speaker
cabinets provides multiple
benefits. Visually, it gives the
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Specs

bass drivers
coupled to a pair
Speaker:
Triton 3
SuperSat 50C
SuperSat 3
of side-firing 7 x
Type:
tower,
on-wall, on-shelf
monitor
10-inch passive
x 1.35, folded
1 x 1.35, folded
radiators, the
Tweeter (size in inches, type):
1 x 1.35, folded diaphragm 1diaphragm
diaphragm
Triton Threes
Midrange (size in inches, type):
4.5, cone
4.5 (2), cone
4.5 (2) cone
have a slightly
Woofer (size in inches, type):
5 x 9, cone
4 x 7 (2)
radiator
less powerful
Nominal Impedance (ohms):
8,
8,
8
(but still
Recommended Amp Power (watts):
20 – 400
20 – 200
20 – 200
impressive)
Available Finishes:
Black,
Black,
Black
Dimensions (W x H x D, inches):
7 x 44 x 13
27 x 4.75 x 2.5
12 x 4.75 x 2.7
switching amp
Weight (pounds):
40
7
5
claiming 800
Price:
$999/each
$499/each
$249/each
watts, which
cranks a single active, frontaccompanying sound reradiated
Triton towers their distinctive
mounted 5 x 9-inch driver
from diffraction at the edges of
appearance; while from an audio
the baffle finally make it down the coupled to two opposing, 6.75 x
standpoint, the non-parallel sides
8-inch passive radiators. The
help reduce the effects of standing canal to your cochlea. The theory
passive radiators in both models
is that the longer the delay, the
waves inside the cabinet. The
are located on the sides of the
more likely it is that your brain is
most important benefit, however,
going to figure out you’re listening speaker cabinets near the floor,
Sandy Gross pointed out, is the
Gross says, “in order to take full
to a box and not an instrument.
fact that the Tritons
A curved, mesh grille mounted advantage of boundary coupling...
end up with a
on the front baffle under the cloth which provides additional gain
relatively narrow
and bass radiation into the room
front baffle. Narrow gives the impression that the
beyond just the simple additive
cabinet itself has a rounded
front baffles have
sum of their outputs. In this case,
front—adding to the unusual
their advantages
1+1 doesn’t equal 2, but rather 3
looks. While it’s true to say that,
because they
or 4.” (The math may seem funny,
visually, the Triton Threes are a
minimize the time
but having heard what the Triton
delay between when slimmed-down version of the
Twos can do, I’m certainly not
Triton Twos, it doesn’t fully
the sound radiated
going to argue.) Locating powered
convey the fact that whereas the
into the room from
Twos have a majestic, regal stature subwoofers in each speaker also
the driver itself
has the potential to help smooth
that commands attention, the
reaches your ears
out the bass response in the room
more modest proportions of the
and when the
(though the locations in the room
Threes (44 x 7 x 13 inches)
that produce the best imaging in
allow them to become a part
the upper ranges may not always
of the room rather than the
be the same place where the most
main attraction.
bass extension is to be found).
Driver complements are
According to Gross, this
similar—in fact, the Triton Threes
• The Triton Three
boundary-coupling design
have the same 1 x 1.35-inch,
features gloss-black
concept doesn’t perform nearly
pleated-diaphragm tweeter the
top caps and bases
as well in an anechoic chamber
folks at GoldenEar refer to as an
and a tightly woven
or with the quasi-anechoic
HVFR (High Velocity Folded
grille cloth sock.
measurements magazines like
Ribbon) tweeter and one of the
Home Theater conduct as it does
two 4.5-inch midbass drivers
in a real-life listening room (since
that’s found in the Triton Twos.
The big differences show up in the the point of an anechoic chamber
is to eliminate boundaries). That
bass section. Instead of a
may be why my in-room listening
switching amplifier claiming
1,200 watts driving two 5 x 9-inch tests on the earlier Triton Two
didn’t correlate totally with our
lab results. That’s not to say that
Gross and Givogue fear anechoic
chambers. After all, the GoldenEar team owns an anechoic
chamber that’s a duplicate of the
famed NRC facility in Canada.
Gross just points out that there are
limitations to the data you can
capture in one.

•

Choral Relief

Considering the Triton Twos and
Threes share tweeters, a midrange
driver, and design philosophies,
it’s not surprising that the Threes
also perform stunningly well in

terms of clarity, detail, and depth.
Imogen Heap’s “I Am in Love
With You” from the album Speak
for Yourself begins very tightly
focused on the electronic beat
centered between the two
speakers. About seven seconds in,
the soundfield expands dramatically to encompass the entire wall;
and the combination of the
speaker cabinets’ narrow baffles
and the amazingly sweet
folded-diaphragm tweeters allows
the speakers to seem totally
invisible. The incredible wall of
sound is magnificently present on
numerous tracks from the Paul
Simon and Friends Blu-ray Disc,
especially on songs with a large
chorus, such as when Simon and
Ladysmith Black Mambazo
perform “Diamonds on the Soles
of Her Shoes.” That exceptionally
expansive soundstage is punctuated by precisely placed details
that reveal the nuances of each
individual voice—although
sometimes the nuances that come
through are somewhat painful, as
when Art Garfunkel strains to
reprise past glory in his duet
with Simon on “Bridge Over
Troubled Water.”
GoldenEar sent a pair of
SuperSat 3 bookshelf speakers to
use as surrounds, along with a
SuperSat 50C slender, on-wall/
on-shelf center channel. I used the
center and surrounds mounted on
the wall courtesy of the built-in
keyhole mounting slots. The
normally de rigueur, sixth-box-inthe-room, powered subwoofer
was nowhere to be found due to
the massive firepower built into
the Triton Threes. Interestingly,
Gross suggested I skip the option
of running a low-level sub out
signal to the subwoofer inputs on
the rear of the Triton Threes and
adjust the bass management in
my Anthem AVM 50v pre/pro to
dump all the bass that would have
gone to a dedicated sub directly to
the main speakers. The sub amp
in the Triton Threes picks up the
bass information from both the
LFE input and the high-level
input, so it’ll work either way.
Running high-level only is
certainly a less-expensive,
less-involved way to hook things
up, but you’ll have to make
sure your AVR/prepro/Blu-ray/
DVD player’s bass management
settings will truly shunt all the
bass to the main speakers by
setting them to Large.
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HT Labs
Measures

and +/–15-degree horizontal and
vertical responses) measures
+0.97/–3.95 decibels from 200
hertz to 10 kilohertz. The –3dB point
is at 27 Hz, and the –6dB point is at
25 Hz. Impedance reaches a
GoldenEar Triton Three Speaker
minimum of 4.21 ohms at 124 Hz
System
and a phase angle of –50.42
L/R Sensitivity:
degrees at 101 Hz.
89 dB from 500 Hz to 2 kHz
The SuperSat 50C’s listeningwindow response measures
Center Sensitivity:
+2.34/–4.35 dB from 200 Hz to 10
91 dB from 500 Hz to 2 kHz
kHz. An average of axial and
Visit our Website
for a detailed
+/–15-degree horizontal
explanation of our
Surround Sensitivity:
responses measures
testing regimen,
plus a list of our
90 dB from 500 Hz to 2 kHz
+2.31/–6.00 dB from 200 Hz
reference gear.
to 10 kHz. The –3dB point is
at 88 Hz, and the –6dB point
his graph shows the
on the is at 72 Hz. Impedance
quasi-anechoic
web
reaches a minimum of 4.05
(employing close-miking
ohms at 338 Hz and a phase
of all woofers) frequency
angle of –38.84 degrees at 218 Hz.
response of the Triton Three L/R
The SuperSat 3’s listening-window
(purple trace), SuperSat 50C center
response measures +3.29/–3.01 dB
channel (green trace), and SuperSat 3
from 200 Hz to 10 kHz. The –3dB
surround (red trace). All passive
point is at 179 Hz, and the –6dB
loudspeakers were measured with
point is at 157 Hz. Impedance
grilles at a distance of 1 meter with
reaches a minimum of 4.56 ohms
a 2.83-volt input and scaled for
at 374 Hz and a phase angle of
display purposes.
–40.89 degrees at 254 Hz.—MJP
The Triton Three’s listening-window
response (a five-point average of axial

T
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C

Possibly because I mentioned
in my review of the Triton Twos
that I felt the SuperSat 50C
(GoldenEar’s only center channel
speaker at the time) would every
now and then struggle to keep up
with the overwhelming performance of the towers, Gross
suggested I set the bass manage-

• The SuperSat 3 features

GoldenEar’s HVFR tweeter.

•
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ment’s center channel crossover
point in the 100-120Hz range and
allow the Triton Threes to fill in
the information below that cutoff
point as a phantom or virtual
subwoofer operating in the same
manner a phantom center
channel might.
Hurt feelings

With only two-thirds the claimed
amplifier power and a similarly
reduced percentage of bassradiating surface area, it would
have been near miraculous for the
Triton Threes to be able to match

the bass output of the Twos—and
they didn’t. But they did produce
bass in a way that was tightly
integrated with the midrange
output of the towers. In The Hurt
Locker, for example, the low
rumble present in numerous
tension-filled scenes was
controlled and ominous. The
strength and definition of the bass
provided a foundation for the
clicking of each piece of gravel as
it was brushed off a half-buried
IED. The Triton Threes weren’t
able to vibrate every inch of the
couch in my theater room as the
Twos did. But there were plenty of
inches that they did shake, and it
was damn impressive for speakers
that cost $999 each.
The entire system came
together spectacularly for other
movies. In De-Lovely, a movie
chockablock with current
musicians singing old Cole Porter
songs, the higher crossover point
didn’t prevent the SuperSat 50C
from blending extremely well
with the Triton Threes, keeping
the soundstage smooth and
consistent all the way across the
front. Because of a recent trip to
St. Joseph, Missouri (and a brief
visit to the house where the actual
event happened), I decided to
watch The Assassination of Jesse
James by the Coward Robert Ford,
which includes fantastic
re-creation of the James brothers
and a motley band of locals
robbing the Blue Cut train. As the
gang waits for the train, James
puts his ear on one of the rails,
and the low churning of the
engine begins to grow in the
background. The subwoofer
sections in the Triton Threes
smoothly and convincingly
handled the growing onslaught of
engine noise and low passages in
the music.
After the train is stopped, the
surrounds came alive with the
sound of gunshots being fired
from multiple directions across
the room. Unlike most Hollywood gunshots, these blasts are
more modest and finely tuned so
you can easily distinguish the
direction the guns are pointed in.
As the camera focuses on the
unfortunate guys in the express
car who wonder if the lock on the
door will hold, James’s muffled
voice can be heard coming from
the back of the room—exactly as
it would have sounded if you had
been in the railcar yourself. To

me, the tweeter in the SuperSat 3s
(the same one used in the Triton
Threes) has many of the
wonderful qualities of an
electrostatic speaker, including
high-frequency detail that just
seems to hang in the air. Thanks
to the large front soundstage
created by the Triton Threes,
sounds that travel from the
surrounds to the front (gunshots,
for example) make a seamless
transition as they pass through
the room. The audio artistry of
the scene is fantastic, and the
Triton Three system re-created
it flawlessly.
Later in the movie, the agility
of the tweeters comes through
again when James shoots a man
in the back as he’s riding ahead
on his horse. As the tension in
the scene builds just before the
shot is fired, the blowing wind
fills the entire front of the room.
Amid the quiet music in the
scene, what stands out is the
awful thud of the bullet hitting
flesh. It’s a visceral sonic detail
that might get lost in a lesser
system.
Thankfully, loudspeakers don’t
grow up in families. If they did,
the Triton Threes might need
regular therapy to learn how to
cope with being raised in the
shadow of the bigger, more
mature Triton Twos. But even so,
a good therapist would point out
that you have to have realistic
expectations; and the Triton
Threes were not designed to
compete with the Triton Twos.
The real judgment is to see how
they fare among other similarly
priced loudspeakers. And when it
comes to that, few other speakers
can couple the intimacy reminiscent of an electrostatic speaker
with the authority and heft of a
traditional box speaker in such an
organic and integral way. Without
a doubt, the Triton Threes can
thoroughly kick the butt of just
about any other loudspeaker in
their class on the playground or
after school. In some ways, the
Triton Threes are an even more
impressive achievement than the
Triton Twos because the lower the
price, the harder it is to produce
that kind of sonic excellence. The
GoldenEar family can be quite
proud of its latest progeny.
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